
Run # Telescope run # Pedestal run # Bias [-V] Rotation [°]
Annealing time 

[min.]

13 224 12 1000

0

0

11 223 10 800

8 219 4 600

9 221 14 400

18 228 12 1000

22
24 235 10 800

16 226 4 600

15 225 14 400

32,33 252, 253 31 1000

0 40
34, 35, 43 255, 256, 262 37 800

38, 40, 41 258, 260, 261 42 600

44, 45, 46 263, 264, 265 47 400

TB with the MCz200P(irr. 1.3e16 cm-2) sample
Data: TB-21, Sept-Oct 2015

DATA ANALYSIS
Data sets/runs:



Run # Telescope run # Pedestal run # Bias [-V] Rotation [°]
Annealing time 

[min.]

59 282 60 1000

0

80

58 281 59 800

63 284 64 600

66 285 67 400

70 287 60 1000

22
71 289 59 800

73 291 64 600

74 293 76,67 400

81 297 80, 82 1000

0

156

84 298 85 800

87 300 88 600

90 302 91 400

93 303 95 1000

22
97 305 99 800

101 308 102 600

104 309 105 400



Global analysis plan
*Alibava:
ped: -check the raw data: raw noise analysis

-check the pedestals and noise after the ped subtraction
-check the common mode corrections, cmmd noise
-find out the noise/dead channels in each run/after each annealing step etc.

clustering: -tune of the TDC cut
-cluster vs. event distributions
-signal distribution shape (Landau)

*Telescope:
-check the data sanity
-tracking w/o DUT
-alignment; use the same alignment procedure (GBL or DAF), but not mix them!

*Pix:
-data check
-alignment

** -common (DUT, tel, pixref) alignment (iteratively)
-matching the space resolutions (18x18 um2 - mimosa26/tel; 100x150 um2 - pixref; 80x30000 um2 - DUT/ali) 

and time resolutions (25 ns - pixref and DUT, 115 us - mimosa26/tel).
Idea for tracking; two opposite approaches: 

1/forward (Tel+DUT -> Ref). 
1. find the tracks on the telescope;
2. merge the telescope tracks with DUT hits; 
3. extrapolate the merged tracks towards the pixref plane, and match this extrapolation with the pixref hits’ 

coordinate distributions - cut the mismatching tracks.
2/backward (Tel+Ref -> DUT). 
1. find the tracks on the telescope;
2. take the hits on the pixref plane and match them with the telescope tracks - cut the mismatching tracks;
3. merge the leftover/matched tracks with the DUT hits.
These approaches can be not equivalent because of the sensors efficiencies difference.



Noise and pedestal analysis

*Alibava:
ped: -check the raw data: raw noise analysis

-check the pedestals and noise after the ped subtraction
-check the common mode corrections, cmmd noise
-find out the noise/dead channels in each run/after each annealing step etc.

Questions to be answered:

• How to select the proper set(s) of Alibava channels to be processed?
• How the common mode noise is distributed among selected channels?
• How high is the cross-talk/signal retardation noise?



Noise and pedestal analysis. Algorithm:

1. Plot the total channel’s charge accumulated after all processed pedestal run events (10000 ev./run);
2. Fit the distribution with the Gaussian function: the mean value and the standard deviation of the fit
are the pedestal and preliminary noise values for a considered channel correspondingly;
3. Plot the fit standard deviation values’ distr. as a function of channel number;
4. Find the mean value μ of the standard deviations among all channels and calculate its standard
deviation 𝜎;
5. Select only the channels (initial manual pre-selection should be done as well) which noise level is
within the range μ − 2.5𝜎;μ + 2.5𝜎 (from the Thomas’ thesis, but why 2.5?);
6. Repeat the steps 3 – 5 to define the final set of “good” channels;
7. Determine the common mode noise through fitting the signal distribution among selected channels;
8. Noise reduction and pedestals subtraction for each selected channel

8.1. Subtract the fit mean value obtained on the step 2 from the channels’ signals;
8.2. Subtract the common mode noise;

9. Plot the final pedestal and noise distr. as the functions of channel number.



Noise and pedestal analysis

1. Plot the total channel’s charge accumulated after all processed pedestal run events (10000 ev./run);
2. Fit the distribution with the Gaussian function: the mean value and the standard deviation (sigma) 
of the fit are the pedestal and preliminary noise values for a considered channel correspondingly;
3. Plot the fit standard deviation values’ distr. as a function of channel number.

Fig. 1. Pedestal and noise distributions for the sample in the following conditions:
Bias HV = -1000V; Time of annealing@60°C = 40 min.; Inclination = 0°

(data set: run000031.ped).

1, 2 3 3

𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑝0 + 𝑝1𝑥 + 𝑝2𝑥
2 𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑝0(const)

𝑓𝑖𝑡 =

𝑝0 exp −0.5  𝑥−𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎

2
.

How to choose “good” channel list for further analysis properly?



Noise and pedestal analysis. “Good” channels’ set selection
(data set: run000031.ped)

3. Plot the fit standard deviation values’ distr. as a function of channel number;
4. Find the mean value μ of the standard deviations among all channels and calculate its standard
deviation 𝜎;
5. Select only the channels (initial manual pre-selection should be done as well) which noise level is
within the range μ − 2.5𝜎;μ + 2.5𝜎 .

6. Repeat the steps 3 – 6 to define the final set of “good” channels.

𝝁

μ + 2.5𝝈

μ − 2.5𝝈



7. Determine the common mode noise through fitting the signal distribution among selected channels.

𝒇𝒊𝒕 = 𝒑𝟕 + 𝒑𝟔𝒙

Noise and pedestal analysis. Common mode noise determination
(data set: run000031.ped)

Commod noise = 7.7 ± 1.5 ADC Commod noise = 10.9 ± 1.9 ADC Commod noise = 6.2 ± 1.4 ADC

Difference in commode noise proofs importance of the channels’ set pre-selection. It’s based on 
• the knowledge of which channels were/n’t bonded
• ‘naked eye estimation’ of the noise distr. trend.



Noise and pedestal analysis. Ch. set pre-selection
(data set: run000031.ped)

Not bonded Not bonded

ch. 0

ch. 1

ch. 2

Damaged(?)

Noisy

Selected ch. list: $0:37-34$ $0:45$ $0:48-49$ $0:54-99$

Beetle chip #

Selected ch. #

To be declared in the runlist.csv



Noise and pedestal analysis 
(data set: run000031.ped)

8. Noise reduction and pedestals subtraction for each selected channel
8.1. Subtract the fit mean value obtained on the step 2 from the channels signals;
8.2. Subtract the common mode noise.

9. Plot the final pedestal and noise distr. as the functions of channel number.

Wasn’t cut out => 
=> ch. should be 

excluded and 
procedure 
repeated

Another indication 
of ‘weird’ behavior 

Initial

Reduced



Noise and pedestal analysis. 
Common mode noise determination with different “good” channels’ set selection

(data set: run000031.ped)



Noise and pedestal analysis. “Cross-talk”/signal retardation noise

After being processed by the Alibava Daughter Board,
analog signals from each R/O chip’s channel are
being sent to the Alibava MotherBoard though a wire
of the flat ribbon cable. Thus each signal has the
influence on the next one, i.e. the ch. 0 signal
influences the ch. 1 signal etc., because of its
attenuation in the cable (fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Retardation noise explanation sketch.

Charge

Time

Time

t0

t0+Δt

25 ns 25 ns

25 ns 25 ns

Fig. 3. A R/O signals sequence from the beetle chip
(analog R/O on 1 port mode). 

Each beetle chip of the Alibava Daughter Board sends 
144 signals per event (fig. 3): 

• 16 headers with the chip settings
• 128 signals from up to 128 bonded sensor’s strips

Two last (14 and 15) headers can be used to estimate
the “cross-talk”/signal retardation noise by correlating
their signals with the ch.0 signal at each event.
The “cross-talk” noise estimation parameters give an
estimation of how much ch.i is influenced by

the ch. [i-1], parameter 𝑐1, 
the ch. [i-2], parameter 𝑐2. 

S. Löchner and M. Schmelling. The Beetle Reference Manual - chip version 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Tech. Rep. LHCb-2005-105, CERN, Geneva, 2006.
T.V. Eichhorn Dissertation: DESY-THESIS-2015-024, DESY, Hamburg, 2015.



Header15 high:Header15 low:
Mean X = x1

Mean Y = y1

Mean X = x2

Mean Y = y2

Header15 high:Header15 low:
Mean X = x3

Mean Y = y3

Mean X = x4

Mean Y = y4

Fig. 4. Correlation between two last header ch. 14 and 15 and the signal ch. 0. 

“Cross-talk”/signal retardation noise. Estimation with the header signals
(data set: run000031.ped)

Noise estimation parameters:

𝑐1 =  1 4 𝑖=1
4 𝑦𝑖

𝑥𝑖
∙ 100%;

𝑐2 =
 1 2 𝑦2−𝑦4 + 𝑦1−𝑦3

 1 4  𝑖=1
4 𝑥𝑖

∙ 100%.



Noise and pedestal analysis. “Cross-talk”/signal retardation noise

T.V. Eichhorn Dissertation: DESY-THESIS-2015-024, DESY, Hamburg, 2015.

MCz200p (irr. 1.3e16 cm-2) “cross-talk” overall noise among the annealing steps and different bias HV:

𝑐1 = 1.85 %; 𝑐2 = 1.06 %.
Thomas’ work: 𝑐1 = 3.2 − 3.3 %; 𝑐2 = 1.3 − 1.4 %.

Cable shielding and 
shortening worked



Pedestal distr. “All” channel set.



Pedestal distr. “Good” channel set.



Pedestal distr. “Bad” channel set.


